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The flugelhorn (/ Ëˆ f l uË• É¡ É™l h É”Ë•r n / â€”also spelled fluegelhorn, flugel horn, or FlÃ¼gelhornâ€”from
German meaning wing horn or flank horn, German pronunciation: [ËˆflyË•É¡lÌ©hÉ”Ê•n]) is a brass instrument
that is usually pitched in B â™- but occasionally found in C. It resembles a trumpet, and the tube has the
same length but a ...
Flugelhorn - Wikipedia
A trumpet is a brass instrument commonly used in classical and jazz ensembles. The trumpet group contains
the instruments with the highest register in the brass family.
Trumpet - Wikipedia
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1939 Catalog! The Selection of an Instrument: More newspaper articles on Olds (PDF): Instruments Made
Here Used Throughout the World Flugelhorn added to the lineup R.E.Olds passes away (1970) Plant closes
(1979)
Olds Central: Information on trumpets and cornets by F. E
Jacques Gilbert Physicist by trade and amateur musician born in Quebec in 1932, Jacques Gilbert began
playing trumpet in 1950 with a number of Montreal big band formations of the era.
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